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as such, russian and western sanctions against gazprom have been due in part to its potential for political leverage. in the case of sanctions, gazprom has been viewed by putin and his allies as a powerful tool that can be used as a hedge to offset the economic impact of
sanctions. 50 indeed, putin has encouraged gazprom to take on greater risk, and is said to have ordered the company to outspend western competitors in constructing the nord stream natural gas pipeline between russia and germany. 51 however, such a strategy is not
without risk. as the russian energy analyst nikolay bordyuzha, formerly of gazprom, notes in a recent letter to the company, the nord stream and yamal pipelines are more expensive than the italian, hungarian, and austrian pipelines, and the lack of diversification risks
making gazprom vulnerable to the financial crisis. 52 in february 1961, seaborg informed krushenskii that the soviets were undertaking a new nuclear test of a truly enormous size. the soviets had asked seaborg to evaluate the feasibility of designing new bombs with

yields greater than the tsar bomba, and seaborg had proposed a possible 50-megaton blast. the design work had been going on since the early 1960s, but the soviets had completed no new high-yield designs in a few years. seaborg also told krushenskii that a group of
scientists at livermore laboratory had been meeting regularly since the late 1950s to discuss the possibility of building a giant bomb of 50 megatons, or more, and he was concerned that the soviets would also be moving in this direction. [35] the scientists at livermore

wanted to experiment with the possibility of a much bigger bomb. [36]
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